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Hello im Gabriel and today we will do a deep dive in to the 5 main renewable energys .



Solar energy 

Solar energy is radiant light and warmth from the sun that is harnessed using  a range of technologies  
such as solar power to generate electricity.



Solar panels

Now in this part of solar energy i will talk solar panels which can harness the sun's energy.    A  solar 
cell panel is an assembly of photovoltaic cells mounted in framework  for installation. Solar panels use 
sunlight  as source of energy. 



End of solar energy 

This end of the full solar energy part but if you want to learn more then click on the links down below .

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=inPtRWtvDaM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NLO9w963Aj0

https://www.energy.gov/eere/solar/how-does-solar-
work#:~:text=When%20the%20sun%20shines%20onto,cell%2C%20causing%20electricity%20to%20fl
ow.



Solar panel blueprint and other solar stuff 

There is doc down below with  a solar panel blueprint and also some other stuff about solar panels.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12zsVmpjBUwe6Bw4Jqc-vK4-EqRdwBIXPMNqUsuMn1GI/edit



geothermal energy intro

Now you're probably wondering  what  is geothermal energy well if want learn then i will show you.

Geothermal energy is the thermal in the earth's crust which originates from the formation of the planet  
and from radioactive decay of materials in currently uncertain but possibly  roughly  equal proportions.



How geothermal energy is harnessed

This energy is harnessed to generate electricity when water is injected deep underground



How geothermal energy is harness.

Geothermal power plants, which  use heat from deep inside the earth  to generate stem to make 
electricity.



Outro of geothermal energy 

This the end of geo i have some links below check them out .

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-HhdR9YRGxI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c7dy0hUZ9xI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFQrE91kZwk



Wind energy intro

Wind power or wind energy is mostly the use of wind turbines to generate electricity. Historically wind 
power has been used in sails, windmills  and windpumps. 



How wind energy is harnessed 

Wind turbines allow us to harness the  power of wind and turn it into energy. When the wind blows the 
turbines blades spin clockwise , capturing energy . The gearbox sends that wind energy to the 
generator, converting it into electricity.



Wind energy outro 

That's it for wind energy you should click the links down below to learn more about it. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xy9nj94xvKA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z5c50-_hcD0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-8-9j3mXlYE



Hydro energy intro

.hydropower, also know as water energy, is the use of falling or  fastruning water to produce electricity 
or power machines. 



How hydro energy is harnessed 

Hydropower utilizes turbines and generators to convert that kinetic energy into energy. Which is fed 
into the electrical grid to power homes.



Hydro outro

That's it for hydro and we are at our last one. Don't  forget to check the below for videos about this. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PJgjG-yLIKg

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=hydro+energy+explained

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yuC0PT2OLgc



bio energy intro

We are at our last main green energy i  real hope you found this helpful so i hope you enjoy ! Biopower 
technologies covert  renewable biomass fuels into heat and electricity using process similar with fossil 
fuels .



How bio energy harnessed

Most biopower plants use direct fired combustion systems. They burn biomass directly to produce high 
pressure stem that derives a turbine generator to make electricity .



The end of biomass energy 

Thanks so much for looking at this i hope you learned so much as you know there are things down 
below bye bye. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nVl17JLn_u0

vhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4f8P7rdcBMo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oos7fETc2OE


